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Had not been it Plants’s desire to see Yvonne’s end with her very own eyes? 

She had actually said before that she could not see it with her very own eyes which 10,000 

yuan was ineffective. Currently she had invested 30,000 yuan, and she couldn’t get it back 

even if she intended to. If there was an opportunity, how could she miss it to enjoy a good 

show? 

” Brother Long, it’s fine to have a look, yet can you not let Yvonne find us?” Vegetation 

asked. 

Seeing the smile on Flora’s face, elder bro Lengthy cursed in his heart that Plants was so 

careless that she really did not even understand that she had actually prompted somebody. 

” Certainly you can. Because you paid, certainly, I’ll prepare it for you.” Older brother Long 

claimed. 

Flora said with a smile, “Okay, let’s go.” 

 

Steven felt a little weird. Bro Long was not such an easy-going individual. Why did he all of a 

sudden give people a kind sensation? 

When they concerned the billiards space, Senior citizen brother Long took the family of 

three to the cellar. 

Jiang Wan and Yvonne were in a different edge. Along with both of them, there were two 

other people standing in one more corner. 

 

The three members of Steven’s household did not care regarding those two individuals. In 

their view, they were just the subordinates of Brother Long. 

” Do not worry. Yvonne’s ears are blocked. She can not hear what you’re discussing,” Bro 

Long claimed to the household of three. 



Flora was a little reluctant. Afraid of being found by Yvonne, she called out tentatively, 

“Yvonne.”. 

Seeing Yvonne really did not take any kind of activity, Plants was emboldened and also 

claimed to Sibling Long, “Brother Long, we gave you 30,000 yuan. You have to make us feel 

that this 30,000 yuan is worth it.”. 

Elder bro Long sneered and also said, “Naturally, it’s worth it. Why do not you think of some 

suggestions?”. 

Plants currently had an idea before. What could make Samuel as well as Yvonne experience 

was to let Sibling Long have sex with Yvonne. 

” Bro Long, what do you think about Yvonne?” Flora asked. 

In the past, she just claimed it delicately at home, so he was also lazy to refute Plants’s 

words. Did she actually desire to watch Yvonne being played by Bro Long? 

Plants glared at Ferdinand and also claimed, “Ferdinand, you don’t have the right to talk 

here. I desire him to understand Yvonne was deceived and also make him suffer.”. 

” Vegetation, Yvonne is your niece. Exactly how can you be so harsh?” Ferdinand stated. 

Flora snorted coldly and also stated, “What niece? For numerous years, she hasn’t given me 

any kind of cash. Do I need to sympathize with her? Do I pity her? It’s not you that’s been 

slapped in the neck. Don’t be ironical.”. 

After letting go of his clenched fist, Ferdinand sighed heavily and claimed, “Flora, she calls 

you auntie.”. 

” I feel embarrassed to be her aunt.” Vegetation was also careless to talk nonsense with 

Ferdinand. She stated to Senior citizen Bro Long, “Senior Citizen Brother Long, do not you 

want to undertake?”. 

When Senior bro Long heard the conversation between the two, he was already in a cold 

sweat. He secretly took a look at the two people in the edge and also said, “Are you sure?”. 

” Naturally I make sure. You can not condemn me Vegetation being fierce. You can only 

criticize Samuel being inhuman,” Plants claimed, gnashing her teeth. 



At this time, a figure appeared from the corner. The closer he got, the extra clearly she 

might see his look. 

” Samuel!” Vegetation was considerably surprised. Why was Samuel here? 

” Auntie, I really did not anticipate you to dislike me so much.” Yvonne, who was sitting in 

the edge, additionally stood as well as strolled towards Plants. 

Vegetation’s face was pale. When she was about to ask Sibling Long what was taking place, 

she found that he was already kneeling on the ground. 

 


